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About This Game

Overview

Combat Racers is a fast-paced, local multiplayer car combat game for up to four players. You drive your own customized car,
trying to outmaneuver and outgun your opponents. Quick reactions are essential as one wrong move can be the difference

between winning and becoming a smoking wreck.

Choose the best loadout for your playstyle. Experiment with different combinations to blow your friends up! Get up close and
personal with shotguns, make one-shot kills with a railgun or trick your enemies into chasing you and char them with the

backburner!

Key Features

Fast-paced top-down local multiplayer action

Multiple game modes with customizable options 

Front, side and rear weapons on each car 

Over 2000 different loadouts 
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Full controller support

We strongly recommend using a controller to play Combat Racers.
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Title: Combat Racers
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
The Major Game Company
Publisher:
The Major Game Company
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel core i-3 or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 Dedicated GPU - 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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Additions:
Companion Goblin: Really fun to play with. New abilities of this goblin opens up new strategic choices you can take, especially
useful in endless mode
Equipments: Not really useful, and not really fun either.
Encounters: Interesting, but they couldn't replace the best encounters of original game.
Campaign: Not really difficult if you figure out how to beat it. And there is no replay value at all.

In conclusion, if you play endless mode, you'll enjoy these new encounters, equipments, and most of all, the new companion. (I
enjoyed this DLC for this reason, and that's the reason why I recommend this)
However, if you only play the campaign, within 2 hours you'll go through all of the contents this DLC offers you.
Also there is a bit of grind to get the token weapon, and the platinum version of the companion. (Which took about 3 hours for
me). Nice free platformer. Good game for achievements but its buggy i closed it once and not getting achievements anymore :/.
This game is a mess.

The bulk of the game is spent running around a huge, empty campground stuffed full of cabins you can't enter -- outside of this
main map, there are only four locations in the whole chapter, and as near as I can tell one of those is optional. But don't worry,
you'll find a whopping two puzzles in the whole game to help pass the time!

The whole time you're outside, you're constantly being assaulted by some sort of ghost thing who runs after you, and since the
whole place is linear corridors, the only way to escape is backwards. The only way to get rid of her is to either outrun her until
she gets bored or you reach one of a handful of hiding spots which get rid of her 100% of the time (a heavily oversimplified
take on the system from Clock Tower). You can get this down to a science after a couple of attempts and every time she shows
up -- about once every 45 seconds by the end -- it's just an annoying detour.

The story makes absolutely no sense, and the giant walls of text that make up the notes do little to give a sense that any more
thought was put into what happens than Weird Things Are Afoot. The closest it ever comes to a coherent narrative is in that one
area that I'm pretty sure you can skip entirely.

The final area is kind of cool visually, but it's an absolute dog to play and starts and ends abruptly with no real attempt at
coherency. Near as I could tell it had NOTHING to do with ANY of the other ~spooky stuff~ in the rest of the game. Finally,
after about fifty deaths or so, I reached the end, it played a cryptic cutscene that wrapped up nothing and dumped me
unceremoniously back to the main menu.

Graphically it's sort of OK and the controls are decent when you're not wrestling with the camera (camera-relative controls and
dramatic camera angles clash once again) but outside of that there's really nothing that gets me itching to play episode 2.. 
https://youtu.be/NGF5pXIx5GU

A strong improvement over the original a functional bullet hell with standard two color absorption mechanics (Ikaruga)

If you're going to play any of the eXceed games, this one is the best. Also 'Vampire REX' is a great terrible name.
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there is nothing to do.. and no story ... Good HOG with some more interactive stuff compared to the first two parts. I think it is
shorter, but that might just be me getting stuck less. I also feel like there weren't as many locations/backgrounds and several of
the ones we got are more plain?. It's too short, but I enjoed this 2 hours of playing.. Wasn't sure I'd like this game - I'm a huge
fan of the other Nancy Drew games (not Dossier). Loved it! Great storyline and setting. I enjoyed the characters and the
problem solving.. Really.....Reaalllllyyyyy bad.. this game's existence is an andy kaufman-like prank on the world. It has been
criticized as a ripoff of Myst. If for some reason that seems to you to be a bad thing then you should not buy this game.. For
those who think there's battlers here, there are none for a good reason. It's supposed to be like one of those horror survival packs
for horror survival games. But all in all, this is really good.
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